


The Momentum ranking is 
compiled based on the 
following key metrics:

1. SimilarWeb ranking

2. BFH reviews

3. BFH page views

4. BFH articles

5. Recommended Distributors

6. Top Earners

7. YouTube views

8. YouTube subscribers

9. Twitter followers

10. Revenue growth in %

11. Revenue growth in million dollars

12. Business degree

https://www.businessforhome.org/momentum-ranks/

The Momentum ranking is updated on a regular basis, therefore
the number of points in key metrics described in the presentation
may vary from the current number of points on the BFH website.

Data as at 18.01.2023.



SimilarWeb - a website providing analytics, rankings, popularity, similarity and website data. Provides estimated statistics of websites and mobile

applications.

It offers information on, among other things, web traffic to a designated website. Thanks to SimilarWeb, we can obtain the average estimated

number of user visits to the website in a given month, the duration of the average session, how many pages users browse on a particular website on

average, from which sources the website visits come, how the traffic generated by organic and paid keywords, the share of social media traffic, etc.

https://www.similarweb.com/

Result: 85893

Ranking position: 50

SimilarWeb ranks: 1426 / 1500 points for DuoLife

1. SimilarWeb ranking

Data as at 18.01.2023.



Reviews - a company review is added when a distributor or network marketer posts a review

on the company's review page. The value of a review is the total number of STARS a company

has

Score: 4

Ranking position: 163

BFH Reviews: 1338 / 1500 points for DuoLife

2. Reviews BFH

Data as at 18.01.2023.



How to add a review?
Business For Home



Visit the BFH website via the link:
https://www.businessforhome.org/companies/duolife/

Data as at 18.01.2023.

https://www.businessforhome.org/companies/duolife/


The section for adding reviews is located at the bottom of the website. 
https://www.businessforhome.org/companies/duolife/

Data as at 18.01.2023.

https://www.businessforhome.org/companies/duolife/


Rules for adding reviews:

Award 5 stars

Name and surname

Add your opinion. 
The review should have a 
minimum of 100 characters.

Approve

Data as at 18.01.2023.



BFH DuoLife page views: 16,141 - number of DuoLife page views on the portal

Ranking position: 75

BFH page views: 1426 / 1500 points for DuoLife

BHF articles - Momentum is built through the articles published

Score: 14

Ranking position: 62

BFH articles: 1378 / 1500 points for DuoLife

3. BFH page views / 4. BFH articles

Data as at 18.01.2023.



https://www.businessforhome.org/2022/09/duolife-2021-revenue-up-40-to-37-million/ https://www.businessforhome.org/2021/08/duolife-reports-75-revenue-growth/ https://www.businessforhome.org/2021/08/duolife-classified-as-triple-a-opportunity/

4. BFH articles

Data as at 18.01.2023.



If you would like your article 
or interview to be published 

on Business For Home, 
please contact us

marketing@duolife.eu



Recommended distributors: 17

Ranking position: 9

Recommended distributors:

1920 / 2000 points for DuoLife

https://www.businessforhome.org/recomm
ended-distributors/#register

Subscription cost: $29.95 for 3 months

Recommendation: Communication to 
Leaders, encouraging them to add their 
account to the BFH website.

5. Recommended Distributors

Data as at 18.01.2023.

https://www.businessforhome.org/recommended-distributors/#register
https://www.businessforhome.org/recommended-distributors/#register


How to become a 
recommended distributor?

Business For Home



Visit the BFH website via the link:
https://www.businessforhome.org/recommended-distributors/#register

Data as at 18.01.2023.

https://www.businessforhome.org/recommended-distributors/#register


Name

Partner website address

Email Address

Profile photo

The section with the form is at the bottom of the page.
https://www.businessforhome.org/recommended-distributors/#register

Surname

Your Facebook Page

Data as at 18.01.2023.

https://www.businessforhome.org/recommended-distributors/#register


Sales Strategy

Approve

Product category

Your country of residence

Company name

Are you a direct sales 
professional?

The second part of the form
https://www.businessforhome.org/recommended-distributors/#register

Data as at 18.01.2023.

https://www.businessforhome.org/recommended-distributors/#register


Or pay by debit or credit card

If you have a PayPal account, 
please log in

Data as at 18.01.2023.



Top earners: 2

Ranking position: 115

Top Earners: 1386 / 1500 points for 

DuoLife

6. Top Earners

To be listed in Top Earners you must complete the form.

For rankings over $10,000 per month, a recent screenshot of your bank account is required as proof, as this separates the "makers from the forgers"

(BFH does NOT publish the screenshot / proof). The information is considered highly confidential. BFH verifies the accuracy of uploaded earnings on

a daily basis and once approved, which is done during European business hours, they are available online within 30 minutes.

Data as at 18.01.2023.



How to become a Top Earner?
Business For Home



Visit the BFH website via the link:
https://www.businessforhome.org/top-earner-ranks-confidential-form/

Data as at 18.01.2023.

https://www.businessforhome.org/top-earner-ranks-confidential-form/


Name and Surname

Partner website address

Email address

The section with the form is at the bottom of the page.
https://www.businessforhome.org/top-earner-ranks-confidential-form/

Your Facebook page address

Your country of residence

Company name

Data as at 18.01.2023.

https://www.businessforhome.org/top-earner-ranks-confidential-form/


Your Photo

Monthly revenue

Add and send

The section with the form is at the bottom of the page.
https://www.businessforhome.org/top-earner-ranks-confidential-form/

Career-long revenue

Add document confirming 
monthly revenue

Data as at 18.01.2023.

https://www.businessforhome.org/top-earner-ranks-confidential-form/


Youtube views: 2,367,221

Ranking position: 61

YouTube views: 1440 / 1500 points for DuoLife

Youtube subscribers: 13,500

Ranking position: 92

Youtube subscriptions: 1409 / 1,500 points for DuoLife

Twitter followers: 348

Ranking position: 187

Twitter followers: 314 / 500 points for DuoLife

7. YouTube views / 8. YouTube subscribers / 9. Twitter followers

Data as at 18.01.2023.



Time estimate/year - USD 17.64 million

Time estimate/monthly - $1.47 million

Time estimate/weekly - $339,231

Time estimate/ daily - $48,329

Time estimate/ hourly- $2,013.70

Time estimate/ minute- $33.56

Time/Second Estimation - $0.56

Page view estimation - $18.48

Estimation done by BFH based on BFH's own algorithm.

10. Revenue growth in % / 11. Revenue growth in millions of dollars

Estimated revenue variance 40% ($12)

Estimated commission payout of 42.00% during 2021

2016 - 5 mln USD

2017 - 12 mln USD

2018 - 17 mln USD

2019 - 19 mln USD

2020 - 30 mln USD

2021 - 42 mln USD

Revenue growth in %: 1487 / 1500 points for DuoLife

Revenue growth in millions of $: 994 / 1000 pts for DuoLife

Data as at 18.01.2023.



BUSINESS RATING AAA+

Ranking position: 1

Business grade: 1000 / 1000 points for 

DuoLife

The Business Grade is awarded 

independently by the BFH.

DuoLife is classified as an Triple 

A opportunity, the top recommendation,

based on key metrics such as revenue 

growth, momentum, Alexa rankings, poll 

results, input from direct selling professionals, 

recommended distributors, top 

earners and Head Office visits we regularly 

conduct.

The Business For Home grade definition:
AAA+ Business For Home recommends the 
company. There is high certainty that the net 
benefit is substantial for a distributor.

12. Business grade

https://www.businessforhome.org/2021/08/duolife-classified-as-triple-a-opportunity/

Data as at 18.01.2023.

https://www.businessforhome.org/companies/duolife/
https://www.businessforhome.org/2021/08/triple-a-network-marketing-companies-the-highest-recommendation-for-2021/
https://www.businessforhome.org/2021/08/triple-a-network-marketing-companies-the-highest-recommendation-for-2021/
https://www.businessforhome.org/mlm-500-top-earners/
https://www.businessforhome.org/mlm-500-top-earners/
https://www.businessforhome.org/about-us/


FAQ BFH

I want to add more information on my personal page

Unfortunately, this is not possible, the BHF works on a fixed template. "What you see is what you get."

I want to manage my site, can I log in?

Unfortunately, you cannot log in to your recommended distributor page. If you want to change something (a photo, a new link, a new 
company), BFH will do it for you.

I want to cancel my subscription to a recommended distributor.

log in to YOUR PayPal account and cancel YOUR subscription, you will be immediately removed from the 
website. www.paypal.com/myaccount/autopay/

Would like to receive a refund.

Due to the nature of digital subscriptions, we do not refund subscription fees.

For ranks over $10,000 per month, we require a recent screenshot of your office as proof, as this separates the 'creators from the scammers' 
(we do NOT publish the screenshot / proof).

Your information is considered highly confidential. We never, ever share our SOURCES, the top earners form is an effective way to track all the 
information we receive.
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